THE PRMA INDUSTRY WOMEN CHAPTER
VALUE PROPOSITION AND GOVERNANCE
Vision

The Industrial Women Chapter of the Puerto Rico Manufacturers Association is committed to foster a comprehensive and inclusive entity which ensures integration, development and accelerates advancement of the Puerto Rico professional women community and their impact to the economy of Puerto Rico, business growth and professional advancement.

Our Vision is to be the Puerto Rico multi-sector’s industry integrator of the industrial women community by empowering, advancing and promoting influence, inclusiveness, and gender balance. The industrial women chapter will drive economic solutions and business growth through superior industry leading rates of performance, in collaboration with internal and external business sectors and women networks.
MISSION

Our mission is to proactively accelerate the Puerto Rico industrial sector competitiveness through empowerment of women and transformational leadership development.
How can you benefit from the PRMA Industrial Women Chapter?

The Industry distinguishes the added value of women leaders as skillful business partners. The Industrial Women Chapter will become a resource for companies and individual members to achieve continuous business and organizational development through structured roadmaps, strategies and initiatives, benchmarking world-class business strategies and methodologies for competitiveness and professional growth.

The Industrial Women Chapter of the PRMA acts as an integrator of multi-sectorial companies and associations that could provide valuable tools and knowledge to enhance organizational structures, encourage collaborations and capability building to ensure the advancement of the women workforce to the most influential positions in the organization.
Chapter Composition

The Industrial Women Chapter is led by an Advisory Council, made up of seasoned Women Executives and Entrepreneurs. Together we look for a well-rounded view of the Puerto Rico professional women community and how we can better enable the continuous development, positioning, advancement, and gender gap while taking the maximum benefit out of the leadership, talent and expertise of the PR professional women as a key success factor for the Puerto Rico industrial sector growth.
“The future of our industry and our economic development depend on the capacity, availability, and empowerment of women”

- Elizabeth Plaza